Life is so beautiful that despite pains and sorrows, always
gives us hope for a new day to fill it with happiness.
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We are screwed and if we do not do something we are
going to get worse. The Mexicans since the conquest has
been suffering. We already had our independence,
revolution and the long-awaited departure of the PRI
(Revolutionary Institutional Party) after more than seventy
years of dictatorship disguised as democracy. And the
ordinary citizen continues to suffer from poverty,
inequality, discrimination, abuse of authority and labor
exploitation that today are seen as normal among us.
Since I was a kid I have witnessed the gradual
deterioration of life in the country. Presidents have arrived
full of promises that were never fulfilled, and left with
their pockets full of money leaving the Mexicans in a
deeper poverty.
Today the most trending issue is the bad government of
Enrique Peña Nieto, characterized by his ineptitude and
ignorance. But if all this is true why are the Mexicans not
doing anything to solve this problem? When public
servers, including the president himself, take office they
make an oath to respect and enforce the laws. If they fail
to do so the people reserve the right to remove them from
office. Why are the people not demanding solutions to
the country’s problems? What is the reason behind this
conformism? Do the people truly have the government
they deserve?
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EPN's government is a bad government, but it is the
responsibility of the people to remedy this situation. The
people have historically been passive with their leaders.
There are some that say the people believe still in
Tlatoanis (term use for emperors of the time before
colonization), and as submissive followers we have to bow
before our leaders. But this phenomenon is not only
happening in our country, it is a worldwide phenomenon. I
have met people from different parts of the world who
have told me about the impunity with which their
governments abuse of their power to enrich themselves at
the expense of their people. Countries such as El Salvador,
Honduras, Nicaragua, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Cameroon,
Nigeria, South Africa, Ghana, Somalia, Hungary, Pakistan
and many more. Even in the U.S. the government abuses
of its power and only benefits the few who have more of
it.
When Vicente Fox became president the Mexicans made a
national celebration for the removal of hegemony of the
PRI from the government, but the day after this historic
event the people left all the power in hands of someone
who proved with the time that he was incompetent to
govern Mexico. Fox did not do worse than the PRI did for
over 70 years; he did it exactly in the same way. Mexicans
did not see any change in their lifestyle, and it is very likely
that the PRI is primarily responsible for the violence that
exists today in Mexico. This violence began during the
government of Fox, and it went out of control during the
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government of Felipe Calderon up to where it overflowed
to reach levels that still affect us today.
Since 2012 I have tried to raise awareness of Mexicans
hoping I can finally open their eyes to see that the change
that Mexico needs is not only of which party or candidate
becomes president. The change that Mexico needs is a
change of attitude of the population. We must stop being
passive and submissive to the injustices that have
historically overwhelmed us. It's time to wake up from the
lethargy we are living in.
Someone once said these wise words: that those who
don't know history are doomed to repeat it. It took twelve
years of misrule of PAN (National Action Party) for
Mexicans to forget all the damage the PRI had done to us.
They forgot the impunity, abuse of power, corruption,
despotism, illicit enrichment, conflict of interest and the
countless negative actions that for over seventy years
were the daily events which characterized this party that
has harmed Mexico so much.
The INEGI (National Institute of Statistics and Geography)
in 2010 reported that 6.88% of people are illiterates in the
country and only 12,061,198 (12% of the population),
college educated. If to this we add the factor of the bad
education imparted from kindergarten to high school level,
and the thousands of students rejected from higher
education each year, the result is a country of ignorant.
And I join as such, because throughout my life I have
realized that many of the things I learned at school are not
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what they told me they were, and I’m not talking about
Pluto, which now turns out it is not a planet. Huge gaps in
our history will not let us see that as a society, we are big
and strong. We have done a lot but because of our
ignorance as a society we have allowed that only a few
benefit from the wealth that Mexico provides.
There is a minority of those in the government who are
responsible to maintain the population immersed in
ignorance. We still have some teachers who have no idea
of how to teach and the only reason of why they are in
classrooms is because they bought the position or
inherited through a family member or a friend inside the
teachers union. I have seen how in some schools the
teachers help out the students on the assessment tests
that the government conduct to see the progress of the
level of education on each school. The teachers do this to
justify the salary they get paid. I agree that true teachers
should earn more, but a bad salary cannot justify the harm
to future generations of students. And all this with the
support of parents who prefer to see an ‘A’ on the paper
rather to look for knowing what their children need to
work more in order to get an ‘A’ that truly reflect what
their children know. In this matter the government is
primarily responsible, they are responsible for managing
the way how education is imparted in the country. The
educational reform that have driven so much talk these
days is a joke. It does not include the diversification of
Mexican society, much less the huge backlog in
infrastructure where most schools are located.
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We don’t stand behind in politics. It makes us believe we
have an option to choose those who govern us. Before,
the nominations were limited only to militants of a
political parties, citizens who are not represented in any of
these were left outside, which are the majority of the
population. And if you can only choose from a limited
number of options it is very easy for those who pursuit
them maintain power, monopolizing and thus have a
secure future. Even with the opening of independent
candidates, these are occupied by people linked to the
same monopolistic interests and all they do is force to
remove the leftist parties that are pressing hard. For Jaime
Rodriguez Calderon, alias El Bronco, who won the
elections as an independent candidate to be the governor
of Nuevo Leon showed us that he was not a true
independent candidate because he already, in the past,
held positions representing the PRI. His inability to govern
was seen as well, since after only a short time of having
held office as governor began to make mistakes and make
statements that do not correspond to a governor. Mexico
is far from being able to choose any candidate who does
not represent the interests of the privileged minority that
controls the country.
We should fight to learn all that has been hiding for us, we
should demand to have the opportunity to choose who
will govern us, and most importantly, we need to help
those whose knowledge is limited to learn what we know,
in doing this we are going to learn more about ourselves
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and about each other. If we do this the future of Mexico
will be great.
Mexico needs a revolution. But not an armed revolution,
because in these the winners are those who finance
weapons while those who loose are always the regular
citizen. Those citizens are the ones who dream about a
change and gave their lives to conquer this. At the end
they are left behind on a worse situation in which they
were living before.
We require a cultural revolution. A complete change on
the way of thinking and acting towards life. A real change
in the way in which we educate our students. We must
stop producing workers and begin to develop creators.
Generate a joy for education and self-improvement among
the population. Create awareness that we are all one, if
we do not move together; no one is going to move
forward. The swindle, bribery, corruption and any activity
that affects one, affects us all.
Here I present a recollection of what I remember of
Mexico. The path I have been recurring throughout my life
and how I have been fighting each day, trying to change
myself, and with this change Mexico.
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MY VISION OF MEXICO
I was born in 1972 in a country that nobody ever imagined
would come to be in the condition in which it is today. It
always caught my attention to help the unprotected and
helpless. My most remote memory as far as politics is the
presidential term of Jose Lopez Portillo who ruled from
1976 to 1982. Although I was only an infant, and did not
understand any social or political problems of those years,
and in my perspective everything was fine since I never
experienced lack of food on our table and my childhood
passed like any other kid my age.

I could not understand how a president who expressed his
love for Mexico, and swore to defend the peso (national
currency) like a dog, ended his presidential term with tears
in his eye asking for forgiveness for leaving the country in a
really bad situation, in his last speech to the nation. How
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was it possible that this man who loved Mexico permitted
police impunity, corruption, national deterioration,
allowed that citizens lost their savings during the national
expropriation of banks realized during his term. And how is
it possible that his administration threw away all the profit
generated from the oil extraction. Lopez Portillo, himself,
in on e of his speeches to the nation told the people to
prepare for the abundance of goods that Mexico would
receive, making it a first world country. In those days I did
not understand any of this and did not give importance to
these matters. Those were the things that my parents
spoke about and I hoped that if something was wrong,
they would be responsible for solving any problems that
arose.
The main issues I heard people talk about was the fear of
the ‘Madrinas’, later on I learned that they were regular
people who helped cops to do their dirty jobs. Committing
crimes such as torturing
people in order to get a
confession
out
of
someone, who most of
the time did not do any
wrongdoing. All this
with the permission of the authorities. I heard tales about
someone called ‘Negro Durazno’ whom everyone feared.
He was the chief of the capital police who gained
enrichment illicitly using his power to commit acts of
impunity. All this and many other problems that were an
issue to the community around me, didn’t directly affect
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me. I could enjoy a carefree childhood, but everything I
heard prepared my awareness years later of the injustices
Mexico had, and to this day still has.
For the mandate of Miguel de la Madrid Hurtado, who
ruled from 1982 to 1988. My priorities were to finish my
elementary and middle school education. I was not
interested in politics, yet. But my desire to help people in
need was still there. I still heard the constant
conversations of my parents about how bad the national
economy was and how poorly we were being governed.
During these six years the most important thing was the
earthquake in Mexico City in 1985, which showed us two
things; the government
ineptitude to affront a
disaster
of
this
magnitude and the
solidarity
of
the
Mexican people who
showed the rest of the
world an act of civics as
it was never seen before. To me, this showed me that it is
possible to achieve the impossible when we work together
and are determined to do so.
This earthquake allowed important issues that affected
the country to pass unnoticed by the population, including
the internal rupture of the PRI. Cuauhtemoc Cardenas, son
of former president, and national hero, General Lazaro
Cardenas, was not nominated by the PRI for the upcoming
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presidential elections, which pushed him to leave the
party. The president in office, Miguel de la Madrid, chose
Carlos Salinas de Gortari as the official candidate for the
presidency, something he publicly regretted years later.
During the regimen of the PRI, the president would be the
one to nominate who would take office after his term.
Cuauhtemoc Cardenas left the PRI along with him a large
group of followers, which joined several leftist parties to
form the National Democratic Front with Cardenas as the
presidential candidate. From this movement surged the
actual PRD (Democratic Revolution Party)

In 1988 I was only sixteen and I still had to wait two more
years to vote, but those elections caught my attention into
politics. The presidential campaigns were long and
expensive, Carlos Salinas de Gortari appeared in the news
every night visiting different towns of the country, wearing
traditional costumes of the region he visited. The opposing
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candidates were only mentioned briefly, or appeared on
the screen for only a few seconds. All this effort to benefit
the official candidate, Carlos Salinas de Gortari, did not
work. When the election day arrived, Cuauhtemoc
Cardenas was ahead in the preference of the voters. The
PRI used all the resources they could to buy votes, and to
fix the results in his favor. On the election day, I saw
people with eagerness of changing the path Mexico takes,
people tired of the recurring crisis that kept them in
poverty, a bureaucracy that made any procedure which
should be simple and easy turn to be almost impossible to
perform making the corruption the only way to be able to
accomplish something. An abuse of authority that left
helpless ordinary citizens.
During the election day the atmosphere was tense, when
the polling place stopped the reception of votes in the
people’s perception, the winner was Cuauhtemoc
Cardenas. In each of the polling places the voting results
were published, so people could go to verify them, in all
polling the winner was Cuauhtemoc Cardenas. During the
course of that night happened what became known as ‘la
caida del sistema’. In the beginning the count gave a clear
advantage to Cuauhtemoc Cardenas, then there was a
blackout and after that, when everything returned to
normality, inexplicably Carlos Salinas de Gortari appeared
in the lead in the count with an advantage of votes that
could not be changed. The next morning, there was a vast
majority of discontent Mexicans. Cuauhtemoc Cardenas
later stated that there would have been an armed
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insurrection if he had not calmed the anger of his
supporters.
Cuauhtemoc Cardenas, Rosario Ibarra de Piedra and Jesus
Manuel Clouthier del Rincon challenged the elections
calling for the polls to be
opened and the result of the
elections to be discarded.
After the refusal of the
polling station there were
demonstrations of rejection
towards the victory of Carlos Salinas de Gortari. Salinas
met secretly with both Cuauhtemoc Cardenas and
Clouthier. In those interviews they reached agreements to
accept the official results. Clouthier continued to press
until the day of his death, which was officially declared
that it was product of a car accident, but rumors spread
that it was the government who organized his death.
This year was when my political judgment and my thinking
began to consolidate and I took the determination to try
my best to help my country to achieve his true potential.
Which has not been reached yet because of the bad
governments. I have never joined any political party
because in my view, all of them are made up of individuals
who only seek power and personal gain. I decided to
promote the citizen participation, since one of the main
problems in Mexico is abstentionism. If I could make the
whole population participate actively in the political life of
the country, things would change. I have never supported
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political parties, only candidates, most of the time not
because I trusted them, but because they are the least
worst among which to choose.
Thus ended the government of Miguel de la Madrid and
the beginning of Carlos Salinas de Gortari. During the
1988-1994 government the vision that was promoted was
one with a country with economic stability, which is what
people were demanding.
Carlos Salinas de Gortari
acted quickly against his
political opponents. He
arrested
Joaquin
Hernandez Galicia alias
‘La Quina’ who for
several years was the
union leader of PEMEX. This man was guilty of many
crimes, but while he supported the PRI he could act with
impunity. In 1988 La Quina openly supported Cuauhtemoc
Cardenas, which made him an enemy of the state. With
the arrest of La Quina, Carlos Salinas de Gortari avenged
the treachery and sent two messages; the first was
directed to the citizens that no one was above the law.
The second one was for those who in the future would try
to support another candidate that was not the official one.
The message was crystal clear; no one was above the
government.
This administration is dedicated to create multiple
smokescreens, making the population believe that the
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country was beginning to move forward. Salinas de Gortari
promoted the idea that Mexico finally stopped being a
third world country and had began to be a first world
country. Salinas de Gortari privatized as many companies
as he could, starting with Telefonos de Mexico (Telmex,
the only telephone company in Mexico, at that time).
When the company was owned by the state it was on the
edge of bankruptcy. TELMEX was sold to Carlos Slim and
under his administration; he became the second richest
man on the planet because of this corporation.

The banks that were expropriated by Jose Lopez Portillo,
under his presidency in 1982, were later sold by Salinas de
Gortari. As well as the television station of the state, which
is now known as TV Azteca, it was sold to Ricardo Salinas
Pliego. This transaction was full of irregularities. The price
for the station was set very low, the president's brother,
Raul Salinas de Gortari, appeared as a lender and
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promoter for the transaction. Shortly after the sale had
occurred, Ricardo Salinas Pliego opened proceedings
seeking partial refund of what he paid for the television
station.
The general population did not notice the plunder to
which the nation was undergoing. All media continually
falsely informed a promising future with economic growth
for Mexico. The NAFTA (North American Free Trading
Agreement) between Mexico, the United States, and
Canada was signed in 1994. The benefits that this
agreement brought to Mexico were designated to sectors
of the population that were not those who urgently
needed them. Instead, those in poverty were forgotten
and sunk into more poverty, leaving them with nothing
else to lose. The agreement left out the millions of
Mexicans who work illegally in the United States each
year, with nothing to protect their lives, or their labor
rights. Rather than trying to reduce migration of Mexico,
NAFTA served to ensure that the demand for cheap labor
that the U.S. requires, did not affect them in the future.

All these occurrences were affecting the lowest-income
areas in the country, making them tired from the
precarious situations. On January 1, 1994 when Salinas de
Gortari was about to begin his last year in office, the EZLN
(Zapatista Army of National Liberation), formed by
thousands of indigenous peasants from Chiapas with the
Commander Marcos at head, they made an armed uprising
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protesting to make Mexico and the rest of the world open
their eyes to what their country was going through.
Everything Carlos Salinas de Gortari said, proclaiming
progress, was only an illusion.

This movement created conscience in the people,
including the official candidate for the upcoming
presidential election, Luis Donaldo Colosio. When he saw
the situation the people were in and the change they were
demanding, he sought to modify his old speech he had
always served the PRI to stay in power in exchange for one
where he acknowledge the abuse of power, corruption,
and impunity, and the necessity to put an end to all this.
By creating this new response for the people, he
strengthened his image as a secure winner of the
presidential elections. Although he was able to get closer
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to the population, he was distanced from the government
that had placed him in there. In March of 1994, he was
killed in Tijuana. Many conspiracies were brought up from
this event, but after months of investigation and several
special prosecutors the official report was that Mario
Aburto had been solely responsible for his death.

After the death of the official candidate, Carlos Salinas de
Gortari was in an urgent need to appoint a new candidate.
Ernesto Zedillo was the best option they found; therefore
he was the one to compete for the PRI, Diego Fernandez
de Ceballos by the PAN, and Cuauhtemoc Cardenas for the
PRD.
During the election campaign the PAN candidate was
ahead. Suddenly, he began to fall behind and no one could
make an explanation for this. At the end of the elections
Ernesto Zedillo won the election with minimal challenges.
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This victory was due in part because Diego Fernandez de
Ceballos desisted in his quest for the presidency. Another
factor was also partly because for the rest of the election
campaign Luis Donaldo Colosio’s figure was still being used
as the PRI candidate, which confused many Mexicans into
thinking they were voting for him and not by Ernesto
Zedillo. This year was the first time I cast my vote as an
adult for the PRI. My decision was driven to this because I
did not trust the other two candidates enough to improve
our country, and also because I got carried away at my 21
years of age thinking Zedillo would continue with the ideas
of Colosio. Here, the government of Carlos Salinas de
Gortari ended with a war in the southern zone of the
country, an apparent economic stability, privatized banks,
television, and telephone companies, and with an alarming
poverty in marginalized regions.
The presidential term of Ernesto Zedillo was from 1994 to
2000. He confronted the issues that Carlos Salinas de
Gortari had left behind,
but in a matter of time
he
worsened
the
situation for Mexico.
On December of this
year, Mexico suffered
the worst crisis in history. He released the exchange rate,
making what was once three pesos and thirty eight cents
per dollar go up to six pesos and forty four cents.
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The credits that kept most of the companies were
contracted in dollars and the devaluation was forced to
declare bankruptcy. The government took away three
zeros from the weight so that the cost of living was not as
alarming because it did not sound the same to say that the
cost of the weight was equivalent to a gum when its actual
value was a thousand pesos. Ernesto Zedillo was under a
lot of pressure, because not only did he have to deal with
the existing problems in the country, he also had to
resolve this current crisis
as soon as possible.
Arresting Raul Salinas de
Gortari, brother of a
former president, would
be the first thing to calm
the hastiness of the
population. The crimes
he was arrested for
include illicit enrichment
and the organization for
the murder of his
brother in law, Jose
Francisco Ruiz Massieu.
Years later he would be released and cleared of all
charges. The group of judges who reviewed Raul’s case
owed their positions to former president Carlos Salinas de
Gortari. This was something that could not ensure fairness
or justice in his case. Even when the crisis hit all Mexicans,
those who were affected more by it were the people who
lived in poverty. Bankers and big business were benefited
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because many debts were forgiven. The government
program for the rescue, called Fobaproa (Banking Fund for
the Protection of Savings), assumed the loss passing it
down to make it a public debt, which would gradually be
paid by the Mexican population. The bankers that had
failed to manage what they had newly acquired, during
the previous administration, were rewarded with a new
opportunity, while the ordinary citizen is left homeless.
Migration to the United States increased by lack of
opportunities in the country. University education became
an almost impossible dream. I was able to finish my high
school education, but college was out of my reach due to
my economic situation. I saw myself in the necessity to
work. The number of seats in public universities were
insufficient compared to the high demand of students who
were in Mexico. Security in Mexico City remained at the
same level as years ago, there were robberies and
violence, but you could still live with some comfort. At that
time I transferred to live in Acapulco, Guerrero, where I
would obtain a stable job.
When I arrived to Acapulco, I found that the problems of
the bad government affected here as well. The governor
Ruben Figueroa had to leave his mandate because of a
massacre of peasants in Aguas Blancas, Guerrero. Angel
Aguirre Rivero became an interim governor for the
remaining period of this administration. The mayor of
Acapulco was Rene Juarez Cisneros, a village person but he
turned out to be like all politician emanated from the PRI,
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corrupt and concerned
by only their own
interests. Although the
interim Angel Aguirre
was characterized by
the stability of the
state, there was no sign
that he would help the people. His only role was to calm
down the social furor after the violence unleashed by
Ruben Figueroa. If the education system was bad in
Mexico City, inside the republic it was worse. All of these
problems in the state, led the PRI lose the government to
the hands of the PRD, and armed movements made their
appearance in the mountains of Guerrero. It was in 1999
that after losing my job and under economic instability in
the country, and a feeling of rejection by the residents of
Acapulco because I am from the city, led me to make the
difficult decision to leave the country that I love and
immigrate to the United States.
I left behind a Mexico with a great economic and
educational issue, but it was still a country where you
could travel with some tranquility on the road, where
children could play safely on the streets. A land where
poor communities saw the leaders of the cartels as heroes
for their help to the town in providing food, hospitals,
schools and churches when the government had never had
the intention of helping. Thanks to the support from the
cartels, these people never sought to immigrate to the
United States. In those years, all the cartels functioned
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with the permission of the government. The Mexican army
guarded the territories assigned to each cartel, keeping
peace between them. Any situation that the cartels were
involved in were only among them, no one else got drawn
in if it wasn’t necessary. I left Mexico when groups of
peasants started getting armed and commenced
protesting, demanding their rights while it was all hidden
by the media.
Since then, Mexico began to deteriorate into the
heartbreaking reality that afflicts us today. By the end of
the presidential term of Ernesto Zedillo, the guerrillas
made an appearance not only in Chiapas, but in Guerrero
and Oaxaca. Zedillo was accused of ordering several
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massacres in communities where villagers began to
organize demands for the respect of their rights.
These events made me interested in being an active
member of the solution that my country needs. With the
conviction that it is possible to bring Mexico to the place it
deserves. Mexico is a privileged country, and should be
along the line as any developed country. Perhaps my voice
is not loud enough to be heard, but if I can convince more
people living in the United States under the same situation
of being undocumented, it is more likely that all of us can
be heard. And if this is not enough, we can convince
relatives, friends, and acquaintances back in Mexico to
speak up with us. I'm sure our voice will not only be heard,
but our mandate will be obeyed by those in the
government who until today the only thing they had done
is abuse of the power to enrich themselves, leaving the
people helpless.
While I was already in the United States, I took my first
step in informing myself as much as I could about the
electoral process that was about to come in 2000. The
candidates were Francisco Labastida in the PRI, Vicente
Fox in the PAN, and Cuauhtemoc Cardenas again in the
PRD. In this election there were more parties competing,
most of them were not looking to win the elections but
instead win enough votes to gain economical support the
government gives to each party. The 2000 election
campaign was the most followed by the public. The winner
of that election was the PAN candidate Vicente Fox. Not so
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much for being a good candidate, rather than there was a
lot of eagerness to see the PRI out of power, which is what
Vicente Fox offered. The joy of seeing the PRI defeated
made the people forget about the problems that plagued,
believing that without the PRI in government, all problems
would go away by themselves.
Problems such as PEMEX union illicitly financed the
campaign of Francisco Labastida, the PRI candidate, were
issues that did not catch the public’s attention as it should
have. It was known that historically the unions of Mexico
forced its members to vote for the PRI, and in gratitude
the
ruler
who
was
victorious, gave important
political positions to the
union leaders. In addition
union leaders knew that if
they did not support the
PRI they would go through the same situation La Quina
went through when he supported Cuauhtemoc Cardenas
in 1988. The strength and acceptance of the population
gave Vicente Fox the tranquility to act without pressure.
Although the country was going through an economic
crisis, they showed features of social crisis, especially in
underserved regions of the country.
Vicente Fox introduced the church into the political life
again, after many years, since the government of Benito
Juarez in 1855 when church and state were separated. In
his first public act as president of Mexico, when he
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finished receiving the
power he went to the
Basilica of Guadalupe to
give thanks to God.
Something that the
opposition parties and
many citizens were not
pleased with. During his
tenure, Vicente Fox permanently boosted the political
career of Martha Sahagun, who would become his wife
just shortly after he took office. Also, he benefited her
children by giving them multimillion-dollar contracts with
various government companies, which is banned in Mexico
but nobody complained about it, therefore it was not
punished. In the economic sphere Vicente Fox maintained
stability, but security issues gradually started to lose
control of the drug cartels, and this led to an increase in
violence in the country.
The capture of Joaquin Loera Guzman
alias El Chapo Guzman caused
excitement and was showed off by
the government in the attempt to
convince the country there was a
change coming. But soon, El Chapo
Guzman escaped from the prison he
was being held, showing the weak
and corrupt government Mexico has
always had. The main feature that
comes up from Vicente Fox’s
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government is self-serving, he illegally appropriated
various fields in Guanajuato to extend his own properties,
and also covered up the business that were owned by his
wife’s sons, leading them to obtain a fortune. He also
demonstrated how far someone can get with power and
corruption as he got the Vatican to annul his first marriage
in order to marry, once again by church, with Martha
Sahagun.
At that time the IFE (Federal Electoral Institute), now INE
(National Electoral Institute), was strengthened by making
it an autonomous institution with a representation for the
citizens. This was obtained under Carlos Salinas de
Gortari’s mandate; this helped him legitimize his
government. During these elections the IFE did not have
any problems in confirming the results making it a clean
election year. Another advancement of this institute was
provided by Vicente Fox which allowed people living
outside of Mexico to be able to vote for the presidential
elections. This news excited me because this meant my
voice could finally be heard throughout my vote along with
my fellow Mexicans.
During Fox’s administration, the economy was stable
which showed a possible growth. This was a factor that
helped the PAN win the elections of 2006. Something that
was not perceived by the people was the increase of
violence the country was facing. The government lost
control over the drug cartels, which brought as a
consequence the cartels to begin an increase of
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kidnapping and extortion. In 2004 this violence reached
someone close to me.
Adan Bolívar Ramos Chavez, whom I looked up to as a
father, was kidnapped and tortured for several days until
he died. Adan was an entrepreneur in Acapulco; he
dedicated himself to make uniforms for hotels and
restaurant employees in Acapulco, Puerto Vallarta, Colima,
Cancun and Cuba. Three years previous to my arrival to
the United States I spent a lot of time by his side, we were
seen together almost all the time. The reason for his
abduction is still unclear. The ransom was never paid,
because he was killed by his captors before it was set. To
this day it is not known who is the responsible for this
crime, but by the time this happened, violence in the port
of Acapulco began to skyrocket. The residents of this town
are people with little to no education and they tend to
envy the hard work of other people. I know this from
personal experience, I suffered from discrimination the
time I lived there for the sole reason of being a working
person and was not a native of that town.
One of my dreams in coming to America was to be able to
put together some money and return to Mexico so I could
start my own business with the help of Adan. He was one
of the first victims of the wave of violence that broke out
in Mexico which has not stopped to this day. Although I
own a house in Acapulco, I cannot return to live there for
the fear that I may also be victim to the same violence that
claimed the life of Adan, in addition to the discrimination
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that exists against people that come from Mexico City.
Ignorance and greed on the part of the population is very
large, during the time I lived in Acapulco I always felt
harassed at work for being from the capital. At work, many
of my customers were rivals with Adan and when they
heard of my friendship with him they displayed rejection
towards me. At that time, it did not matter to me but with
the current situation where violence has no limits, I'm sure
my life would be in danger if I had to return to Acapulco.
This kidnapping and murder of my friend have
strengthened my conviction to do everything possible so
that the situation in my country change.
This conviction drove me
through the 2006 electoral
process. The candidates
during this campaign were
Roberto Madrazo for the
PRI, Felipe Calderon for
the PAN and Andres
Manuel Lopez Obrador for
the PRD. In this year, it was the first time that Mexicans
living outside of Mexico were allowed full access to vote. I
realized that most Mexicans living in the United States
were not aware that they could vote, and those that were
aware did not know how to do it. This motivated me to
become more familiar with the elections so I could pass
the word onto my family and friends. While I was able to
help a few people to complete the process to vote, there
were some cases in which I could not achieve much
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because the procedure was very slow. My own effort
proved to me that if I could cause an influence on those
close to me, I could start promoting a change we are
seeking. I then decided to intensify my efforts for the next
six years. I would inform as many people as I could about
our right to vote from outside the country.
The three candidates lacked potential strength. Andres
Manuel Lopez Obrador was the most popular between
them, thanks to a public dispute with Vicente Fox that
lasted for months. This clash and his speech against the
government made the whole population looked at him as
a serious candidate to become the next president. But at
the same time this speech was full of hate and threats
against rich people, making entrepreneurs not trust him,
and giving other parties the advantage of accusing him of
being a threat to the country, in the media. President
Vicente Fox launched a campaign against Andres Manuel
Lopez Obrador, saying he would never allow him to
become president.
By the time election day came, both Felipe Calderon and
Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador were very close together in
the preference of the voters, while people still believed
Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador was going to win. These
elections were the most intense and competitive in
Mexican history. The IFE named Felipe Calderon as the
winner. The whole country, more specifically in the City of
Mexico, expressed their disagreement. Andres Manuel
Lopez Obrador organized a peaceful protest march and
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blockades on the main
avenues of the city
demanding
the
annulment of the vote
and to call a new
election, claiming the
process had been full of
irregularities and that
the victory of the PAN candidate had been product of
fraud. The IFE did not accede to these requests and
ratified as winner, and next president of Mexico, Felipe
Calderon. Once again, the people experience the feeling of
being robbed as it happened during the 1988 elections
The government used
the peaceful protest
organized by Lopez
Obrador to claim that
he was a danger to the
nation, as mentioned
before, during the
campaign, and that all he sought after was power. This
technique of misinforming the people had a positive
outcome to them as Lopez Obrador gradually lost
strength, only maintaining the support of the City of
Mexico. Here, during a massive assembly, he was named
as a legitimate president of Mexico and refused to
recognize Calderon as the official president, this act ended
with the little support he had outside of the capital.
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The government of Felipe Calderon was from 2006 to
2012. It started with everything against him. He was a
president without authority, since he counted on only the
support of less than a third of the population and took into
his hands a country that was beginning to crumble as
insecurity kept growing. During his rule, the fight for the
territories of the drug cartels reached its maximum, all the
cartels seeking the expansion of their territories and the
extermination of their rivals. Felipe Calderon was under a
lot of pressure and declared war on the drug cartels
without knowing the damage that this would do to the
country.

The drug cartels infiltrated the state and federal police,
making Calderon call the Mexican army to intervene the
situation they were in. This war lasted throughout the
entire six years he was in office. It left thousands of people
dead, many of whom were innocent people who were at
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the wrong place, at the wrong time. Despite not being in
crisis, Mexico did not progress. This lack of progress was
mainly because the congress did everything they could to
stop the reforms Calderon wanted to push in. The few
initiatives that passed were mostly beneficial to the PRI
and PAN. Among the initiatives that failed to pass was the
private investment in PEMEX. Felipe Calderon’s goal was
to hold in the oil and energy business knowing it would
secure his power and political place in the country.
These attempts by Felipe Calderon discontinued when his
friend, Secretary of the Interior, Juan Camilo Mouriño
Terrazo died in a plane crash. The plane he was boarding
crashed in the middle of Mexico City. The official report
was that the accident was caused by human error.
Although there are people who believe this was a message
directed towards the president to stop putting an effort in
wanting to get in the oil business. Others believe this
message was sent from the cartel in order to stop the war
against them. The government kept on getting worse, and
were accused of ungovernability. The armed movements
of Chiapas and Guerrero continued. In Oaxaca, teachers
took over the streets for months, demanding the
government to meet their necessities. Kidnappings,
robberies, murders and extortion were increasing. The
president’s close associates were accused of illicit
enrichment. The most heard case of this is the case of
Genaro Garcia Luna who was in charge of national
security, which was never investigated. The disappearance
of reporters who dared to publish the truth increased, only
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few people in the communication community are
tolerated to do so without being persecuted. Carmen
Aristegui is an example of this, she is one of many serious
journalists, but unlike her, the others prefer to self-censor
themselves or only say a limited amount of what they
know in order to protect themselves.
In 2010 I left the United States to go to Mexico and I was
able to make a road trip from Tijuana to Mexico City.
During this trajectory, I learned a lot from what I saw along
the way which was alarmingly sad.
I drove from Tijuana to Acapulco, passing by Mexico city,
and I found out that the insecurity and corruption was
worse than what was being heard on television and
comments from family.
The Mexico I had left in
1999 had changed
completely. In several
of the villages I drove
through, there was a
heavy presence of
police. State, federal,
local and sometimes
the army was also surrounding the towns. This was
supposed to mean that there was a strong sense of
security, but in every single town that I passed through I
could see fear in the eyes of the citizens.
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It was not enough for the people to be afraid of the
cartels, they were terrified of all the police corporations,
who were supposed to be there to protect the people but
instead abused of their power against them.
The customs port had young staff who replaced the old
and corrupt personnel that use to work there. This was
thought to remove all corruption, since they were young
and new officers, but the main function for these officers
was to raise as much money for tax imports, which was
fine but they lacked the adequate preparation for it. They
charged for absolutely everything regardless of whether it
was personal items or something that was contemplated
in the Free Trade Agreement, which was allowed to enter
the country free of tax. These new recruits put in practice
the same extortion techniques used by their predecessors
but now, it was done legally. Therefore the money went
directly to the government and not in the pockets of the
officers. Many state and federal policemen tried to extort
money from travelers, for any reason they could think of.
Mainly they tried to act like a custom port officer,
something they weren’t as they belonged to two different
branches of justice. That was the first change I saw when I
started my tour of Mexico.
An alarming note was that even though there should be a
feeling of security amongst the village people for having a
heavy presence of authority, there was great fear.
Although I made my trip as quickly as possible, I still found
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the time to learn a little about each town and their
situation.
Through Tijuana to Sonora, there was nothing that stood
out because there was a vast majority of the trajectory
where there was only desert. This changed once I arrived
at Sinaloa, I could now see the fear in the people’s faces
even though I heard that things had temporarily calmed
down there because the violence had moved on to the
next state below it. This is Nayarit, where I saw little
people walking in the streets. Both these states shared the
same stories but in Nayarit the killings and appearance of
dead people occurred all day. While passing by, I
witnessed an abundant amount of military men due to
threats being received about massacres occurring in
schools, forcing the schools to close as well for several
days.
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There was something I did not understand and no one was
able to explain to me. I couldn’t figure out how it was
possible for the cartel to continue their operations without
getting caught by the extensive surveillance there was. My
course continued through Guadalajara, Michoacan, and
Toluca until reaching Mexico City. On the last part of my
trip I noticed that the police presence wasn’t as intense.
Probably because most of the road was through a direct
highway, which doesn’t go through passing communities.
When I arrived at Mexico City, I thought everything would
be as I left it. A big city that continued to grow but its
lifestyle remained unchanged. I then realized how wrong I
was. The economic situation was virtually the same, but
the insecurity was alarming. Robberies occurred at all
times of the day, anywhere you went, and you could not
wear anything that could be ostentatious including a good
cell phone, gold jewelry, watches, and many other things
someone might be tempted to steal. If you'd make the
mistake of leaving your home with any of these items, the
most likely outcome of this is that your personal items
would not be returning your home.
Kidnappings were on the news every day, but now
everyone was in risk of being kidnapped. In the old days,
only rich people were targeted but it took too much time
for the raptors to obtain the money they wanted. Now,
they came out with what is express kidnapping, targeting
anyone, torturing them and take as much money as they
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could from them in a matter of hours. Extortion by
telephone is highly known as well. Someone could call at
any time and claim they were perpetrators asking for a
ransom in order to set a family member free. Most of
these cases were false alarms, but many people fell for this
scam, losing their money.
In those days I came to live with my parents while I was
able to settle down. We lived in the colony Juventino
Rosas in Iztacalco where I tried to put up a business selling
a variety of items I had brought with me from the United
States. Not long after I started to sell these items, I was
assaulted by four individuals at gun point. The assault
happened in front of my daughter who had recently
turned twelve years old and had never witnessed any
violent act in her life. During the assault we remained calm
and let them take what they wanted, while I focused on
the individual who pointed the gun at me. I wanted to
remember his face in order to denounce him, which I did.
That same day I went to the PGR (Attorney General's
Office) to report the crime and gave a detailed report of
what had happened to me. I made a sketch and I went
home hoping agents would take action on the matter. I
told them that I recognized these men who walked around
my neighborhood but they showed little interest even
though they had said they would do everything possible to
catch these men.
A few days after the incident I was surprised when I saw
the same individuals just two blocks away from where
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they had robbed me, enjoying their day as if nothing had
happened. The same guy who pointed the gun to me,
faced to see me and smiled with arrogance and continued
with his day. I called the PGR and told them what had just
happened but all I got for an answer was to not worry
about it, they were working on my case. After that I feared
for my safety and I went to Acapulco hoping things would
be better there. Unfortunately it was not. When I arrived
at Acapulco I found that the situation was worse than in
Mexico City.
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My house is in the unit of Luis Donaldo Colosio, south of
the port of Acapulco. It is also known as Acapulco
Diamante, which is supposed to be the best hotel zone of
Acapulco, making it safer. As I arrived, I noticed that the
federal police was located in front of the unit where my
house was at, something that made me believe that my
stay here would be safe. I came to find out this wasn’t
true. The violence in Guerrero was unleashed; many
colonies stayed indoors once it struck ten o’clock at night.
At the transportation sites, where their business ours were
at any time of the day/night, discontinued their service at
this hour as well. There were shootings in the middle of
the road which was the result of fights between rival
cartels, resulting in dead and missing people every day.
In the neighborhood I lived in, the fact that the federal
police were supervising the area did not stop any armed
group to take someone out of their home at any time they
wanted. Just a few days after my arrival, there was a
confrontation between cartels just five blocks from where
I lived. Neither the army nor the federal police ever
showed up. Shortly after, my daughter was caught in the
middle of a shooting, where one person was killed.
Everything
was
so
sudden that it wasn’t
until she got home that
she could finally realize
the severity of what she
had witnessed.
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In addition to all this violence that was already an
everyday occurrence among the people here, the
discrimination towards me increased for the mere fact
that I was not from there. I was stripped from my privilege
to be in my parking space, which was acquired to me when
I initially bought my house. Although I tried to get it back, I
was never able to do so, making me have to give up the
space in fear of them attacking me or my family. It is after
seeing all these things that I decided to leave my country
again return to the United States in search of something
Mexico does not have, peace. And with a renewed
determination to continue fighting for a change in Mexico.
The last two years of President Felipe Calderon took place
in the midst of a violent war that the government could
not win; in which those who were more affected by it
were the Mexicans.
For the 2012 elections,
insecurity played an
important role. The
PAN, in a desperate
attempt to retain the
presidency,
placed
Josefina Vazquez Mota as a candidate to make an attempt
in trying to attract women voters, hoping the votes would
reach them to stay in power.
The PRD, after a strong dispute over who would be their
candidate, chose Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador since he
counted on the support of the population due to the visits
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he made in poor areas of the country after his defeat in
the previous elections, something no president has ever
done. This earned him the sympathy of a large part of the
population, which at the time of the elections put him as a
serious candidate to win.
The PRI, thanks to the state of violence and instability the
country was in, were in the electoral struggle once again of
regaining the power they had lost twelve years prior. Their
candidate was Enrique Peña Nieto, who had just finished
governing the state of Mexico.
By this time I was already completely into my political
activism, I knew I was able to influence more people than I
had done so six years before. I decided to prepare myself
with the reports of the candidates proposals so that I
could inform the people around me, making them choose
a candidate to vote for from the United States. I also made
sure that all the documents needed in order to vote from
here were all set and volunteered myself in sending these
documents for those who did not know how to or
couldn’t. The winner of the elections resulted to be
Enrique Peña Nieto. Once again, Andres Manuel Lopez
Obrador immediately declared the existence of a new
fraud, but just as it happened six years before, these
protests did not have any effect.
My aversion with this electoral process was very large, I
saw how in my country the presidency could be bought,
completely ignoring the will of the Mexican people. The
election laws were violated during the campaign to favor
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Enrique Peña Nieto. I noticed that the ignorance of the
people allowed him to manipulate many into allowing him
to return to the power after abusing of the citizens for so
long. I witnessed how this power was given to an evil
character, who is part of a group that is even worse than
the same party they belong to.
Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador knew that the possibility of
fraud was concealed, and so he prepared himself better
than he did in the past. His speech was inclusive, he
invited to his campaign important people in the left side of
political life of Mexico, which had been set aside in 2006,
including the appearance of Cuauhtemoc Cardenas and
Porfirio
Munoz,
founders of the PRD,
Juan Ramon de la
Fuente former rector of
UNAM who has great
credibility
in
the
country. He also invited
several entrepreneurs,
which was a controversy in the speech against them years
before. He respected more the institutions and sent at
least one representative of this party to each one of the
poll stands around the country, to ensure that no vote
would be altered. He ordered to have a documentary
filmed, presenting him as a person for the population, who
only wanted to help them have a better life.
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All this served so that on the day of the election people
would support and vote for him making the number of
irregularities minimal. Unfortunately, the PRI did not
commit a fraud as its usual strategy, instead they cheated,
which, if discovered, the worse that could happen was to
receive a fine by the IFE. This deceitful act consisted on the
purchase of television companies in order to promote the
former governor of the State of Mexico, Enrique Peña
Nieto.
Peña Nieto appeared on all the newscasts and always with
reports that made him look good in action, creating the
idea that he was a good leader. His relationship with
former President Carlos Salinas de Gortari was never
questioned, much less between his uncle, also former
governor of the State, Arturo Montiel, who had several
complaints that were never taken into account during the
government Enrique Peña Nieto.
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In these charges was the abduction of his three children
from his ex-wife, French citizen Maude Versini, whom the
court had given custody of his three children to. After a
vacation the children had with their father, he did not
allow them to return with their mother, violating the law.
Three years had to pass for Montiel to give up his kids and
return them to Maude Versini. But there were complaints
from long before this, which had taken him out of the PRI
president candidacy six years prior. Unfortunate events
were hidden, like the case of a girl named Paulet. This
young girl was on the front page of many newspapers and
on national television for her disappearance and possible
abduction on March 21,
2010. Police officers who
were experts in abductions
searched the house for any
traces but failed to do so.
Several days later, she
mysteriously appeared on
the side of her bed with no
life. The government of
Enrique Peña Nieto made
an attempt to hide this
fiasco of investigation, trying to accuse the mother of the
girl of killing her. At the end of the investigation, it was
concluded that the cause of death of this child had been
an accident.
He was associated with an actress from Televisa Angelica
Rivero whom he would later marry, allowing housewives
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who saw this handsome
gentleman from soap
operas to vote for him,
not
considering
his
political
proposals.
Broadcasters helped in
their news programs by
giving EPN preference. In
interviews, he was being
asked relatively easy
questions and the broadcasters avoided talking about any
issue that might affect his political image. On the other
side, when Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador was being
interviewed, the newscasters attacked him with questions
and other statements that would discredit him.
During the whole campaign, everyday there would be
results posted where it was also shown that Enrique Peña
Nieto had an advantage of ten votes. The intention of this
was that for those who didn’t know who to vote for, or felt
a preference over Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador, felt
unmotivated to submit a vote and therefore refrained
from doing so. Every survey
that came from respected
pollsters
showed
an
imminent victory of Enrique
Peña Nieto. People believed
that their vote was not
necessary because either
way, it would be impossible
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for Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador to win these elections.
On the day the election results came out, it was shown
that Enrique Peña Nieto had won, but only by three
percentage points. This proved how the televised
manipulation worked on the population. The president of
Mexico, Enrique Peña Nieto, would owe his presidency to
an illegal and deceitful campaign, which would be
punished with a fine that compared to his fortune, would
be worth nothing.

The return of the PRI demonstrated that in reality, they
never left. For twelve years, they were no longer in the
public presence but they had maintained the control of
power. An example of this was that Vicente Fox expressed
his support to Peña Nieto, even when he was against the
PRI during his presidency campaign in 2000.
Another example of this is the violence that controls
Mexico which is managed by the same cartels that existed
when the PRI was in government. When this party left the
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power, these cartels mysteriously increased their criminal
activities, giving the impression that the responsible for
this was the PAN government and nobody sought to think
that the PRI could have been who sparked this violence for
personal gain. Manlio Flavio Beltrones, an important
integrant within the PRI and close associate of Carlos
Salinas de Gortari, has been linked to drug trafficking for
many years, and we also remember that it during the
government of Felipe Calderon that Raul Salinas de Gortari
was released, having every single one of his charges were
dropped and what he had illicitly won was returned to
him. Broadcasters never questioned the phone calls that
were recorded where Raul Salinas de Gortari openly
confessed that his brother knew about everything he was
doing.

All this was covered up with sensationalist programs such
as “Señorita Laura”, and the failures of the national soccer
team. In the midst of such programs, the citizens seemed
to forget everything else. The declaration of former
president Miguel de la Madrid was never published, where
he confessed to newscaster Carmen Aristegui that his
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worst mistake during his administration was to nominate
Carlos Salinas de Gortari as his successor in presidency,
accusing him of being a criminal.
The PRI know that the Mexicans are passive people who
will not act as long as they’re not driven to their limit,
which is why they were not afraid of apparently leaving
power for twelve years. During this time they dedicated to
draw as much national wealth for their personal gain,
something they had always been dedicated to doing. They
had been inputting fear into the population, fear from the
violence occurring around them, making everyone forget
the corruption, injustice, and misrule that characterized
them, and leading Mexico into the deplorable place it
stands today. Thus began the presidency of Enrique Peña
Nieto.
So far, his administration as far as the national scene has
not changed much. Perhaps it can be said that on
television, there isn’t as much news about violence as
there was during the government of Felipe Calderon, but
the crime and social injustice prevail and in some places it
is incrementing. Enrique Peña Nieto continues to count of
the support of broadcasters, but there are a selected few
journalists who dare criticize and question his government.
Most of these are not heard by the public as much as
others, because they are not directly available to them.
The primary broadcasters in the country that account for
most of the audience only dedicate their time to
misinform. But gradually, thanks to social networks,
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people like myself can exchange their opinions and inform
differently in an attempt to have others listen to us and
achieve a real change for Mexico.

In recent years Mexico has become one of the most
dangerous countries to practice journalism in. This is
because in order to promote a change in Mexico, the
informers increase their risks of being attacked by those
who don’t want the truth to come out. Leading journalist,
such as Carmen Aristegui, who has the most support from
Mexico, to be put out on the lookout from the recent
governments, lead by Felipe Calderon and Enrique Peña
Nieto. These have pressured her into smaller spaces in
which she can transmit information about how corrupt the
government is. She and her colleagues have been
subjected to death threats and an intense smear campaign
by the government with the help of television, to try and
silence her. There are several other media that have
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always been in this fight, as the case of the magazine
Proceso, and other relatively new such as Reporte Indigo.
Television networks occults the bad government that is
being led by Enrique Peña Nieto. They do not fully inform
important cases such as the forty three missing students
from Ayotzinapa. In this
case,
the
government
started looking for the
students
which
they
presumed dead, killed by
the cartels. What they
found were not the forty
three students they were
looking for, instead they were hundreds of bodies, in
clandestine graves that were scattered over the state of
Guerrero, which have not been identified yet. This
investigation
brought
more questions than
answers. Who do the
bodies belong to? Why is
it assumed that the
students were murdered
by a cartel? If the police gave the students to the cartel,
where are the responsible people for this crime? Question
after question, but not one answer is given.
Televisa, the largest television network in Mexico, used
their newscasts to belittle Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador
when he was head of government of the Federal District.
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They did this by showing videos of the people who work
for him receiving bribes from other individuals in exchange
for personal benefits. But this same network has become
quiet when it comes to reprehensible acts that might
affect the PRI. They covered up the act that occurred in
1968 where the PRI government ordered the massacre of
students in Tlatelolco Plaza in Mexico City, claiming that
this had only been a confrontation, nothing else. They also
hid the inefficiency of the government of Miguel de la
Madrid during the earthquake of 1985, minimizing the
damage so the government didn’t look too bad. They
concealed the links of
Carlos Salinas de Gortari
with the drug cartels in
Bolivia, Colombia, and
Mexico. The Cardinal of
Guadalajara, Juan Jesus
Posadas, knew about
these links between them
and denounced it, which was what got him killed at the
airport of Guadalajara on May 24, 1993. His death was
blamed on the cartels of Tijuana and Sinaloa, in an alleged
crossfire where they mistook the car he was traveling in.
The massacres of peasants were never questioned or
criticized during the government of Ernesto Zedillo, killings
for which he was sued in international court for
committing the crime of genocide.
The media, especially television, did not fail to report the
rising tide of organized crime violence during the
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governments of the PAN, creating a massive fear in the
population. Although the violence occurring to this day is
worse, it is not being shown as such because this is now a
government of the PRI. Networks don’t attack or criticize
Enrique Peña Nieto or any member of the PRI as they have
done so with other political figures. The information about
the prostitution network was concealed, which was
accused with the leader of the PRI in Mexico City,
Cuauhtemoc Gutierrez. This
gave him reason to leave
office, but most Mexicans
did not know this. Televisa
gave little attention as well
to the so-called White
House of the presidential couple. They claimed that this
house was bought by the first lady with her salary from
this network in all the years she worked for them. This was
hard to believe because
the salary of the actress
was not enough to buy
that house. In order to
calm the citizens, this
network transmitted a
message from the first lady where she appeared outraged
and upset by the accusations. Sometime after this
occurrence, the network hid information again about a
few departments situated in Miami which was related to
allegations of conflict of interests incurred by the
government to allocate public works to individuals who
helped the presidential couple acquire these apartments.
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Broadcasters have served as a tool to exert impunity
within Mexico. Always manipulating the population
towards the benefit of the PRI because they know that
while the PRI is in government, they will be benefited.
Broadcasters are responsible for protecting or attacking
whomever the government wants. Such is the case of Elba
Esther Gordillo, leader of the union of the SEP (Ministry of
Public Education). The media was lynching him for illegally
enriching himself, something that would become a conflict
to Enrique Peña Nieto, therefore he ordered his arrest and
only then, did the newscast report something the
population had already known from years before.
The misrule of governors, such as in Puebla, Mario Marin
Torres, also known as “Gober Precioso”, who with all the
impunity he enjoyed having, helped his friends and family
get rich illicitly, and even
came to find anyone who
made an attempt in
denouncing his friends. As
in the case of Lydia Cacho
who accused Kamel Nacif
of being a pedophile. The
conflicts of the teachers from Oaxaca were never informed
well. The teachers were presented as being the main cause
of the chaos occurring in that region instead of
questioning Ulises Ruiz, governer of this state. There are
many other situations similar to this case that have
remained low-key to the public, for the benefit of the PRI
government.
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To this day the most alarming issue is the lack of freedom
the Mexican has. Although the freedom of expression has
always been oppressed in Mexico, time has changed this.
Before, all information had to go through the Interior
Ministry to check its authorization, and if someone did not
meet with the guidelines that were required by the
government, they were not allowed to use it. If the source
of this information was reluctant to undergo censorship,
they would not be allowed to work. Very few dared reveal
their information, and these same people went missing.
Nowadays, with the help of the internet and social
networking, the government control over the information
that can be published is limited, but is still present. Each
day number of dead and missing people increases for the
mere fact that they are informing everyone what is
happening in the country. The government has become
more intolerant and violent. It is clear that freedom of
expression is being violated by the government. Some
people censor themselves for fear of retaliation, but this
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limits the information to general facts of the problems that
affect the country, which causes the population to be
under the impression that the country isn’t doing so bad.
The violence is uncontrollable, the drug cartels that were
once seen by the poor villages as benefactors – due to
their immense support in providing everything to live and
protect themselves such as money, food, weapons,
services for their welfare – are now stealing, killing,
abducting and forcing their way into their homes. The
cartels used to help
people in these poor
communities
live
a
relatively peaceful life,
avoiding the necessity of
them immigrating to the
United
States.
Now,
thousands of people come to the United States not in
seeking a better economic future, but they leave their
villages out of fear after being threatened with death. The
cartels are now killing just for the kill, without caring about
anything else.
If there is someone within the community that they
dislike, the cartel gives them one day to leave but if they
see them again, the person will get killed. These obligate
employers and small businesses to pay them in exchange
of ensuring their safety from them, but in many cases
these charges end up being more than what the people
can afford – forcing them to give up everything they have
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in order to save their lives. These individuals cannot be
reasoned with. Children growing up are caught up in the
surge of violence. An infant should not have to witness
assaults, people getting
hanged, decapitated or
armed clashes in the
streets. Those who are
fortunate enough to live
in cities are not always
completely aware of the
severe state in which the
country finds itself. They know about the violence on the
streets because it is something that has always existed,
but due to the concealment of information the media
manages, they do not see how serious the situation is in
the rest of the country.
Mexico is in a serious condition and as time goes by it
continues to get worse. I fear that soon it will become so
bad that an armed fight will be necessary and if that
happens, we all lose.
Mexico is a unique country
that had everything it takes
to be a first world country.
We have oil, a wide rich
area of agriculture, forests
with an immense variety of
plants and animals, a large
selection of important
mining industry, in addition
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to a lot of hard working people who are willing to continue
working on a better future, not giving up. There shouldn’t
be a reason that Mexico has to go through all this
catastrophic situations. I believe in the path full of peace
and this is what I fight for everyday. I have a privileged
situation to live in the United States as I can exercise my
opinion without the fear of being persecuted. Perhaps if I
were in Mexico I’d have to keep my mouth shut or I would
end up dead. While I can, I will keep being active in my
effort of informing the public and trying to influence them
in the change Mexico is in need of.
With just reason to do so, I fear the PRI. The Mexican
Revolution was started in order to put an end to
authoritarianism and social injustice with which Porfirio
Diaz ruled. But apparently this was not obtained, from the
day Porfirio Diaz left power, what is now known the PRI
was commissioned to lead Mexico to a worse condition
than the one it had just left. A party dictatorship of life and
social injustice that is about to overflow.
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It's sad but I fear that someday I have to return to my
country. The violence that exists today, respects no one. I
have met kind people from all over Mexico, who lived
quietly
in
their
communities and never
would
have imagined
having to immigrate to the
United States but after
receiving death threats or
experiencing the loss of a
loved one in the hands of
drug dealers, have seen the
necessity of leaving their
hometowns. There isn’t an area that is not subjugated by
the cartels, which leaves the entire population
unprotected and vulnerable.
I think the end to these problems is in the hands of the
Mexicans. We must unite and demand a government that
is capable of governing well. This is why over the years I
have endeavored to convince as many people as I can to
vote in all the elections; the day when all Mexicans cast a
vote is the day that will change history. When all Mexicans
vote, the government will have to answer to everyone, not
only those who voted for them. The day that the citizens
know their representatives and senators, and the press
does their work correctly, this day, change is bound to
start.
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When the president and any officer take their oath in
office, they say that if they do not meet what the oath, the
people may demand it. But when someone wants to
protest and demand that they do their job well, they
somehow disappear without much trouble. When the
millions of Mexicans who reside in the United States unite,
whether they have papers or not, we will show the
strength we have to change many things in our country.
The money that the immigrants send from the United
States to Mexico are the second source of national
income, and still the immigrants in the United States have
no political representation that defends their rights.
In 2006 when the opportunity to vote from outside the
country was available, I made a comment saying I would
like to be elected to be a congressman, which to this day
cannot be done. To represent the interest of everyone
who lives in the United States. Several people asked me
what I would provide for them if they voted for me –
waiting to hear money, something the political parties
usually offer – I answered that I would give them the
certainty that there would be someone fighting for their
interests; to make the reasons for their departure
disappear so they could return to the land they love so
much.

Mexicans also need to know God. They speak of God but
are not familiar with his word. The church has been, in
many cases, especially in small communities, responsible
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for inciting people to kill those who are against their ways,
people with thoughts like mine, have no place in these
communities. The church only cares about keeping their
power in the world, recently there was a financial scandal
at the Vatican that was widely heard, but no one has
questioned the Pope about it. Historically it has been
known that priests are accused of pedophile, and these
are moved from one place to another in order to avoid
prosecution. Once there is no longer anywhere to keep
them, they are sent to the Vatican to remain hidden. Jesus
never preached about the accumulation of wealth, instead
he asked everyone who wanted to follow him to leave all
their wealth, for the kingdom of God is for the poor. But
the opulence that is blatantly showed by the Vatican is an
insult to God. They have put aside the preaching’s about
loving our neighbors in order to preach for the support of
governments that will ensure their permanence as the
largest religion on the planet.

I may only be one person with limited knowledge, but I
know that's no excuse to not fight for what is right. Every
time I see someone helpless, I try to help him. And I
witness how millions of Mexicans are going through
something that was unimaginable a few years ago. Alone, I
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cannot change the reality Mexican is going through, but I
can influence those around me to do so and therefore
have them follow my example. The most frequent excuse I
have heard people say is that nothing will be resolved if
they change, because they are only one person and that is
not enough to create any alteration. But one plus one is
two, and if each of these two sum to another, they
become four, creating a pattern and in doing so, changing
everyone. The worst thing we can do at this time of crisis is
to not do anything at all.
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FROM THE AMERICAN DREAM
TO THE AMERICAN NIGHTMARE
It was a morning like most mornings. I woke up in a good
mood despite that the night before had not been very
good for me. It was one of those mornings when
everything seemed to be better. For a moment I thought
about staying in my pajamas all day, since it was my day
off from work and I wanted to spend it lying in bed, resting
next to my girlfriend and forget all my problems. But the
cold that I usually feel every day forced me to dress well.
Shirt, sweatshirt, jacket and gloves, it seemed like I was
going to the mountains, anyone would have said I was
exaggerating but at the end of the day I was thankful I did
this.
When I got into my car, ready to drop my daughter off to
school, I was ready to start my routine that I believed she
likes, but then again she may not. I would cry, sing, and act
a bit crazy in order to get her day started in a good way.
And just then, the
nightmare began. As I
gave a turn at the
corner, I came to see
those lights I've always
feared so much. I
analyzed every step, every move I made and I could not
find anything wrong for the police to stop me. I was not
afraid, I thought the worse that could happen was I’d
receive a fine and that would be it. The officer asked me
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for my documents and so I gave them to him, although I
did not have a California license, my license from Tijuana
was me enough to evade the offense of driving without a
license. I started to worry when the officer asked me to
get out of my car, but I still had faith that everything would
be fine.
My morale hit rock bottom when, after seeing a document
that had my picture on it, I was told that he was an officer
from ICE (Immigration Customs Enforcement) who had an
arrest warrant against me for infringement DUI (Driving
under the Influence). I responded to this saying that this
violation was from 2010 and I had already done my
sentence and paid my fine, to which he replied that he had
an arrest warrant and had to proceed.
Fear came over me but I kept calm, it was not the time to
lose control. I told the officer that it was fine and in a show
of compassion, he put the handcuffs in front and not
behind as they usually do. He allowed me to turn off my
phone so the battery wouldn’t die and he also let me grab
my wallet. In a last gesture of kindness, he let me talk to
my daughter to say goodbye to her. I wish I could have
hugged her, kiss her and tell her how much I love her, but
all I could think of was to try and calm her. I told her that
everything would be fine again very soon, to go to school
and continue her normal routine. I still wonder what her
thoughts were and fears. In 2010 we had already gone
through a similar situation and it was a very strong blow to
her.
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Once I was inside the patrol, a rain of thoughts came to my
mind. That fear in which I lived in for so many years and
thought I had under control, at that moment, overflowed
and hit me with all its might. I reached a very deep
moment of depression that I was not able to recover from
for several months. While we were on our way to the
detention center, the officer asked me the questions they
usually do such as my place of origin, date in which I
arrived in the country, where I reside and whom I lived
with. The officer told me that there was a possibility that I
was going to be given an electronic shackle and I would be
left free until my court for migration. I think he said this so
I didn’t worry too much. Once we got to the migration
center which is located in Downtown, the same in which I
was taken to for a few hours, a couple of years ago before
sending me to Tijuana.
After
filling
out
my
paperwork, I was led to a cell
where I would wait while I
was processed. The place
was the same as I
remembered; perhaps the only new thing was the staff.
The two things I hated the most were still there; the cold
air caused by the air conditioning and the bad food. A
“sandwich” and a bottle of water was what I ate for
breakfast and also the only thing I had in my stomach for
the next eight hours. The signing in was the same as last
time; fingerprints, photo and questionnaire about my
parents, children, where I worked and other information.
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It was about four o'clock in
the afternoon when I
found out that I was not
going to be let go and I was
going to be transferred into
the detention center in
Otay. At this time I was given another sandwich and a
bottle of water but this would be all I ate until five o’clock
in the morning the next day.
Locked in my cell I could see how the minutes passed by,
and the lack of rush to transfer me. I kept thinking about
all the things I could be doing in freedom, what I would
have to do if I was deported, in the sadness of my
daughter and my girlfriend for not being with them,
thoughts never stopped coming and when I could not
stand it anymore I started to see what the immigration
officers were doing. The officers would go over the
information about their cases
on the computers, other
moments they would be
watching videos, or going on
websites that had nothing to
do with migration.
They arrived at five thirty in the afternoon and I watched
as everyone started to leave for their homes and came to
think that I would be left there until the next morning. But
at about half past six other custodians came in, operating
at the same speed the others. They began to take
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everyone who would be transferred. It was only six of us
but it took them almost an hour to get us onto the bus
that would take us to Otay. The truck was white and had
hard plastic seats. It was divided into five sections with
fences. The last section was set for prisoners of the
Marshall, the following two for ICE, one for men and
another one for women, and I would guess that the front
section was for when they had a lot of people because it
was empty when I was in there. It was nearly eight p.m.
when the truck finally
began to drive. There were
no windows to see where
we were going, and the
windshields were difficult
to see due to separations
that were in the bus. I was
left with nothing else but to
just imagine the trajectory.
Although I had only been detained for thirteen hours I
missed my freedom. There is nothing more precious in this
world than to be free and of course, there is no worse
punishment than to be imprisoned. I thought that once I
arrived at Otay everything would be better; that I would
be quickly put into my cell, but that was far from
happening.
Upon arriving at the detention center, we got off the truck
slowly because the cold of the night was hitting hard.
Although I was well covered, I was freezing after standing
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out in the open for fifteen minutes. We were finally put
into a room, where an official checked us to see if we had
something we shouldn’t have on us. In my opinion this
seems silly, because we
were stripped from all our
items when were in
Downtown. Once this
process was finished, we
were led to our cells. At
that time it was four of us; a Jamaican, two Mexicans, and
me. The cell was similar to the one in Downtown; two
metal benches and a metal toilet seat, note that unlike the
Downtown this had a curtain to provide some privacy, but
didn’t really cover much. Fortunately I never had to use
the bathroom because I had absolutely nothing in my
stomach.
In further cells that were down where we were, I could see
more detainees. In one of them there was a single woman,
which I guess was the only
woman arrested that day.
In another cell there were
several Chinese, in blue
uniforms that I believed at
that time were prosecuted
for a crime and that this
process had nothing to do with me. Later I realized that
the real reason they were there was because they had
been arrested while trying to enter the country illegally. In
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the other cells I could see many Latinos who were still
dressed in civilian clothes.
Hours passed and I saw no movement. Something else
that was different from Downtown was that in these cells
there were televisions. I do not remember what movie
was on. My mind was trying to manage all the thoughts
that wouldn’t stop flooding my brain and I didn’t realize
much what was happening around me. I talked a little with
those who accompanied me. The Jamaican was coming
out of prison and he did
not say what crime he had
committed, only that he
had a wife and American
children although the
surest thing was that he
would be deported, he
would try to and reunite
with his family. I could see
he had money because of the clothing he was wearing and
when he arrived at the detention center he carried a
medium sized suitcase with several of his belongings,
which he claimed to have bought while he was in prison.
Later I realized that everything is more expensive when
you’re in jail. One of the Mexicans was taken out of his
home at five o’clock and like me, was brought in for a DUI
he had from months ago. The other Mexican was detained
after getting out of jail when he paid his bail for a DUI.
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We wait several hours in our cell, to be processed. Slowly
we saw how the other cells began to be cleared out.
Finally, around two o’clock was our turn. We were given a
blue uniform much like the ones the Chinese men were
wearing. We were led to the single bathrooms were we
took showers, fortunately there was hot water. After this
we wore our uniforms and placed our clothes in a bag that
was handed to us, and we were directed once again to the
cell. After two hours we were taken to get x-rays done in
order to check if we had a sickness that needed medical
attention. An hour later, around four o'clock, we were
taken out again for a medical examination. This was
preceded by a Philippine nurse who worked for ICE and at
no time did she speak with courtesy, as the only thing that
she cared about was finishing her job.
Around five o'clock in the
morning, breakfast arrived,
something we have been
waiting for since our arrival,
several hours before. The
coffee tasted like anything
but coffee, the oatmeal looked like plastic, and a small
pastry was all I could handle eating, because after two
tablespoons of oatmeal it almost made me vomit. Two
hours went by and we were sent with an employee of the
detention center to finally finish with our paperwork. It
was around eight o’clock in the morning and there was
little time left for their shift to be over, with great hurry
they walked us over to where we would have to wait until
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our freedom. I was not allowed the call I had the right to,
which incremented on my distress since neither my
daughter nor my girlfriend had any idea of what was
happening. This phone call that I couldn’t make affected
my life a lot. It’s incredible how one small moment in your
life can mean so much. Fortunately, despite the rush of
this employee I was allowed to grab my phone so I could
record phone numbers which I never took the trouble of
memorizing before. It was half past eight p.m. on February
3, 2016. Twenty-five hours after my arrest.
Twenty-five hours of anguish. Twenty-five hours less of my
life. Twenty-five hours closer until I returned with my
loved ones and we could go on with our lives. That day
began the countdown of days left to start all over again.
When you're locked up time begins to run backwards,
every second is a second less in this agonizing wait to end
this nightmare.
The CCA (Corrections Corporation of America) is a private
company dedicated to making money, a lot of money. Its
function is to care for detainees from various government
corporations. In this specific center the detainees are from
Marshall and ICE. In one of the conversations with several
ICE agents I was able to know about several violations of
agreements between ICE and CCA regarding the care of
detainees. A prisoner and a detainee are not the same.
The prisoner is someone who has already been tried and
prosecuted for a crime, while the detainee is someone
who has been accused of something but is only in custody
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until it is figured out if they are guilty of any crimes. These
are not treated equally, since the prisoner is doing time for
a penalty and the detainee is only awaiting trial and should
enjoy all the guarantees as free people are entitled. That’s
what is supposed to happen, but the reality is far from
being like this.
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DETENTION CENTER
ICE and CCA have agreements regarding the care of the
detainees. During my stay at the CCA I witnessed and was
a victim of several violations of these agreements. I will
make a brief description of the services that the CCA
provides and also expose the violations that the institutes
commits. All under the silence of the Mexican
government. During my detention, I called the Consulate
of Mexico twice to ask if I could notify my family about my
arrest and the second to denounce the mistreatment we
were being subjected to. On both occasions they did
nothing to help.
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UNIFORMS.

A manner of distinguishing the reasons for why the
detainees are in this place is from the color of their
uniforms. The blue uniform is worn by those who are
seeking asylum because they were caught crossing the
border or because at the time they were captured by ICE
within the country. These do not have any criminal record.
The orange uniform are for people who have been caught
within the country and
committed a crime or an
offense that ICE considered
serious. Usually these are
DUI or domestic violence. It
is noteworthy to know that
it does not matter when
these offenses were, there
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are people who committed these over fifteen years ago
and had already paid for their crimes, and there are also
people who committed these recently and have not been
trialed for any offenses. The red uniforms are worn by the
people who were caught within the country, and
committed serious crimes or
felonies
(crimes
whose
punishment is equivalent to
more than one year prison
sentence). The yellow uniform
is for those who have
committed grave crimes, I
believe would be drugs,
homicides, and so on. I did not have the chance to meet
anyone in this situation. The
last color for the uniforms
are those in beige who are
captured from the Marshall
and have already fallen
under the classification of
prisoners for prosecutions of
serious crimes. They are locked in cells with doors and
their rights are reduced much more than the rest of us.
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GROOMING.
When you come in, apart from your uniform consisting of
three pairs of pants, three shirts, five pairs of socks, five
boxers, five shirts, we are also provided with two sheets,
two blankets, two towels for our body and two hand
towels. We are given weekly a supply of toilet paper,
toothbrush with their respective toothpaste, shampoo,
and bar of soap and body lotion. In addition to this weekly
delivery, if any of our supplies were to finish, the
custodians were responsible for providing these to you but
would get bothered if they were asked to do so. A hair
salon service is also available once a week and every
detainee is permitted a haircut once a month. Those who
manage these services are the same detainees and the
hours they do are counted as if they were working. We are
allowed to shower at any time and as often as we’d like to,
as long as it is in the time we are allowed to be out of our
cells. Detainees who have problems during their showers
are the transgender, since the stalls only cover up the
shoulders, leaving the torso exposed, which makes
transgender feel uncomfortable with the prying eyes of
most detainees.
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FOOD.

Despite being better than prison, it is not very good, and
while it keeps you hungry all day, it allows you to end the
day. Breakfast is between five and six in the morning,
lunch is between eleven o'clock and noon, and dinner is
between five and six o'clock. The portions are small,
compared to what we regularly eat, but it’s enough to get
you a little hungry for the next turn. The worst food is
from breakfast. It is almost always oatmeal and another
thing similar to this but nobody could ever tell me what it
was. Both seemed like plastic, and both were repugnant to
my taste although several ate them without any problem.
Sometimes once a week we were given pancakes and an
egg. The milk, I think it, was soy milk (regarding food it is
all assumptions, sometimes it's better to stay with the
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doubt). There is always natural water, and water with a
touch of some flavor. I don’t know how to explain the
taste of the coffee, I drank it one day and I wouldn’t be
encouraged to do that again. Lunch and dinner are better,
usually somewhere in the middle, with no taste, but it’s
enough to fill you up for a moment. There are times when
the food can actually surprise you, either because it finally
has some taste, or because instantly after eating it you
have to go the bathroom, letting it come out faster than
when it came in. The food is also prepared by the
detainees, and almost always when the food has some
kind of taste it’s because it was prepared by people of
Hispanic origin, but every kind of culture works in the
kitchen. If you have bad luck, you can find pubic hair in
your food. As I mentioned, the food only fills you up for a
while, and if you like eating, it’s not enough for you and for
this there is a solution. Those who are responsible of
looking after us sure know how to do business, if you have
money, the food will never have to be a problem.
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KIOSK.
The kiosk is a store that is accessed through a computer,
where you can find several things at a price that seems
low, but not if you compare these prices outside. The most
requested item are the Ramen soups (similar to
Maruchan). I mainly bought Marias cookies, powdered
chocolate and a USB flash drive to save everything I was
writing. Soft drinks, coffee, tea, tortillas, sauces, nail
clippers, combs, brushes, radios, headphones, pens,
pencils, colors, paper, postage stamps and many other
items are available. Including sweatshirts and tennis shoes
can be sold to you. Anything that can make you less
uncomfortable during you stay there. One week is given to
prepare the orders and the delivery occurs only once a
week. Some things such as stamps and envelopes can be
provided free of charge if the detainees do not have any
money.
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TELEPHONE CALLS.

When you are arrested you lose virtually all contact with
the outside world. Therefore, you better know someone’s
phone number because if this is not the case, you may be
restrained from communication for quite a while. I was
fortunate enough that I was allowed to jot down some
numbers. I made the mistake of trusting that I would never
have my cell phone taken away from me. When you are
detained, the ICE lets you make at least two calls, one to a
family member and another to the consulate of your
country. When you call the consulate, they are supposed
to help you communicate to your family with your
situation if you pleased to
do so. Although this is
what I asked for, it was
never done. In the process
of entering the detention
center, you are also
allowed one phone call,
but this was given to me since the custodian was in a hurry
to finish his workday. After entering the POD, or cubicle,
where you will be staying until your releasing, any phone
call will have a cost. Three free minutes are given to
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communicate with a family member and give them the
data to input so that they can deposit money in order to
communicate with each other. Most people waste these
three minutes and end up not giving enough information.
The process of these calls is so confusing that the person
who is arrested has no idea of how this works. I have no
clue as to how my daughter had to deposit money into my
account. In the two months I was detained we spent the
most money in phone calls.
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PRISONERS.
Imprisonment has some good things; you can make friends
a little easier. I think it's because no matter how brave you
are, the fact that you’re locked up makes you vulnerable,
leaving you to be just one more person. I made friends
with some African men, a Chinese man who had blonde
hair and only spoke Chinese with some Spanish, a
Pakistani, one of Nepal and several Hondurans,
Salvadorans, Guatemalans, Nicaraguans, an Italian, a
Peruvian, a Costa Rican
and Romanian. The flow
of people is constant,
some are deported,
others transferred to
another
detention
center and others are
out on. Here, we are all
like lawyers, we ask and
listen to all the cases,
and we give our opinions based on them, on their
circumstances and immigration status. The truth is that
none of us know anything; we just make time pass by. The
best guidance will be found on a huge cork board where
there are plenty of brochures that can clear your doubts or
inform you on where you can find help. You can find legal
advice, or LOP, as well as where to report any sexual
abuse, meal schedules and the menu for the month,
leisure hours, hair salon services, religious services, and
many more. The friendships that are made while being
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detained, although they last for a short period of time, can
become very significant. These are the only way to hold
onto hope and believe that good things will come again. If
you isolate yourself while being in here, you may lose
yourself into a worse depression.
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ENTERTAINMENT.
Entertainment is important in keeping sane when
someone is locked up. In each POD there are four
televisions; one is for sports programs, one for movies,
one for programs in
Spanish and the other in
English. In the two
months I was imprisoned,
I could not sit down and
enjoy any show, my
nerves and stress would
not let me do so. Apart from television, there are other
things that can clear you mind for a while. Once a week we
were supposed to be taken out to the gym to play
basketball, and I say supposed to because for three weeks
this did not happen until three other inmates, along with
myself, filed in a complaint about this. In the common area
there are board
games such as
chinese checkers,
chess, dominoes
and cards. Chess
and dominoes are
provided by the
center, but it is
necessary to purchase the deck of cards. There is also ping
pong, but it takes longer to bring in new balls than losing
them. When I first arrived, we were allowed three breaks
outside on the courtyard; one in the morning, in the
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afternoon, and at night. These were useful in releasing
some of the pressure of being locked up. I enjoyed these
moments at night, I could contemplate the moon and stars
which is something I find very relaxant. Unfortunately, the
directors of the CCA decided to modify these breaks and
only allow one per day,
claiming it was for security
reasons when really it was
due to lack of staff. The
new schedule was from
seven to eleven, in the
morning. There is not
much that can be done at
this time, the heat and the sun made it difficult to
appreciate being out for long. Also there is a library service
once a week and every detainee can take up to two books
into their cells. This service was also suspended for three
weeks while I was there, and likewise the reason for this
was the lack of staff.
The activity that unites
practically most of the
detainees is soccer. Every
game is enjoyed intensely,
regardless of which country
each player comes from.
Everyone goes and gets excited with each game as if they
were representing a local team in their respective
countries. Even if it is for ninety minutes, all forget their
confinement and feel free for a while.
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MEDICAL SERVICE.
Although it is hard to believe, there is an entire clinic here.
Which is good, the bad thing is you have to guess when
you'll get sick, because you have to make an appointment
at five o’clock in the morning in order to get checked in
the afternoon. If it’s
something beyond a
headache you have to
wait until the next day
to see a doctor. If it’s
something
more
serious and you can’t
make it to get up in the
morning then you’ll have to wait until the next day as well.
The doctors and nurses are not workers from the CCA;
they’re from ICE and are mostly military doctors. If the
illness you have requires any treatment or examination
that cannot be performed within the premises of the
detention center, arrangements are made so that the
patient is transferred
to a hospital. I have
no idea if the cost of
these
medical
services are fully
assumed by ICE or if
the bill is passed onto
the detainee once
their is complete.
Regarding
dental
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health, curing caries and extractions are free. Services such
as deep cleaning is given only once a year. Other services
at no cost to the detainees are glasses, crutches,
wheelchairs, orthopedic shoes, among other things.
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TRANSFERS.
When you have to
go
somewhere,
either
to
the
doctors, to see your
lawyer,
receive
legal advice, when
you have visitors, on your court day, or anything that
involves you to move from one place to another, is quite a
journey that can last an hour or take all day. It all starts
when you’re being called to inform you that you have to
leave the POD, and then you have to get ready and wait
next to the door until the corridor is empty so you can go
out. Once you leave the POD you are directed towards the
area
you
are
designated to go,
whether
it’s
the
medical area, for
visitations, and others.
Once you are finished,
you are put in cells
where you have to wait until all detainees are finished as
well. No matter where you are heading, the air
conditioning is always on to its fullest and the bathrooms
are in the view of everyone.
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CUSTODIANS.

Among the custodians there’s all kinds of people; from
friendly people to racists. During my detention I was
fortunate of not to having been treated incorrectly, the
worst treatment I received was by the nurse from ICE the
night when I had my paperwork first done. I witnessed
several incidents where guards treated the detainees very
badly. During the time I was inside, my mind was in a
constant battle to contain all my anguish, depression, and
every dreadful thought that afflicted me incessantly. Most
of the time I would be walking quietly or reading in order
to keep my sanity. Many of the detainees could not
contain themselves as I did. In the midst of their despair
they sought help from the guards who most of the time
would treat them with contempt. As I had mentioned, I
was fortunate enough to not have been treated badly. On
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the contrary, when I first arrived, I was lucky to meet an
official named Michael. During these days I was very sad
and all I wanted to do was cry, but I could not. Talking with
him I could unburden myself, sometimes I cried a little but
this helped me release much of the pain that was
smothering me those days. Michael reminded me of what I
already knew; God is always there and whatever was
bound to happen, God wouldn’t let me down. He told me
to leave all the problems that I did not know how to solve
in the hands of God. In our conversations I also talked
about my daughter and although I hadn’t shared much
with him, he talked to me about her as if he knew from a
long time ago. He told me she loved me, that I was the
best dad for her and always would be. Then I could see
that I have everything in life, because I have her. And no
matter what, if we were together, nothing bad could
happen to us.
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THE ENVIRONMENT.

Like in every prison the predominant feeling is stress,
sadness and thoughts of hope. Many inmates turn to God,
feeling unprotected and vulnerable has this effect. Deep
down we know that God has always been with us and he is
the only one who can release us both physically and
mentally from the prison in which we find ourselves in. As
always, you never lack
the typical jokester, but in
the end they feel just as
bad as us and they use
their jokes as a way to
deal with their problems.
I doubt that any of those
who have been locked up have not cried at least once.
Although it is not surprising to occasionally find someone
who is in here as if they were on vacations. As I said
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before, here are all kinds of
people of all different races
and cultures, like religions
and points of views. This,
sooner or later, can trigger
quarrels. To reduce stress,
many take refuge in the
exercise, reading, or at
work. There are different
jobs, but in all of them you are paid just a dollar a day for a
shift of no more than six hours. Work in the kitchen is the
one that usually requires six hours, the good part of this is
that you can eat all you want and not have to settle for
what little is given to the rest of the inmates. Other jobs
include cleaning specific areas around the center. And for
many, the best job is to take out the trash collection
containers; it’s a job where you don’t get paid but the
mere fact of seeing the outside is the best payment that
can be received.
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COURT.

Within the detention centers there are rooms for the trials
of all detainees. Monday through Thursday judgments in
court takes place. These judgments are what give life to
the hope of all who are detained. A court day begins at
five o'clock when a guard is calling for the people who
have court that day so they prepare all their
documentation to take with them. After breakfast, these
people are taken to a
waiting room so that at
eight o'clock they can
enter the room in which
the trial will be held. A
second call is made for
court at ten o'clock and
the process is the same. The detention center has three
courtrooms, two of these are for face to face trials where
the judge is in the room, and the other room is where the
trial is conducted by teleconference trials. Around noon is
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when the first round of detainees who went to trials are
returned to the POD and the second round returns at five
o’clock. Once Friday arrives, time seems to pass much
slower until Monday when the court returns to its usual
routine.
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TORTURE
The United Nations Convention against Torture and Other
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading defines torture: "[...] shall
apply the term 'torture' means any act by which a person
is intentionally inflicted pain or suffering, whether physical
or mental, in order to obtain from him or a third person
information or a confession, punishing him for an act he
has committed or is suspected of having committed, or
intimidating or coercing that person or others, or for any
reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such
pain or suffering is inflicted by a public official or other
person in the exercise of public functions, instigation of or
with the consent or acquiescence [...] "
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In the two months I was arrested at the CCA. From my
point of view and under the guidelines of this definition of
what is torture, I claim that I was tortured by staff of the
detention center. I dare say this for several reasons. It
started from the time of my transfer upon for a period of a
little more than 24 hours when the only thing that was
given to me to eat was two
so-called sandwiches
consisting of two hard slices
of bread with muddy
mayonnaise and a slice of
mortadella that had a very
bad taste and two water
bottles. During the time I was detained I never slept for
more than three continuous hours without there being
noise, at three o'clock in the morning every day the guards
begin shouting to call those detainees who have to go to
work at four o'clock and also by shouts call those who will
be transferred or released.
At five o'clock is when
breakfast is called and of
course, this is also done with
shouts. At seven o'clock
there is a roll call, and for
this the detainee must be
awake and standing. From that moment the intervention
and shouts of the guards decreases but after this is when
the activities begin and the noise makes it almost
impossible to sleep, this continuous movement of the
individuals goes on for until midnight.
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Distraction is important to maintain our sanity. And for
three weeks, we were deprived from the access of the
library and the gym, forcing us to remain locked in the
POD with more than 120 people, exposing ourselves to the
immense amount of stress that could cause the start of a
fight. Then, I found out that the normal amount of
detainees who are
supposed to be in the POD
is 80 for the reason of
avoiding such conflicts
between inmates. The
three breaks we were
entitled to out in the
courtyard was also
reduced to only one, in the morning and if you were not
awake at this time, you wouldn’t be allowed to go outside.
The food, in addition of being a small amount, in most
cases exhibited signs of being rotten. Communication with
the outside world was limited and very difficult to achieve.
It took me over a
month to get my
girlfriend go visit me,
and we were only
able to see each other
through a video visit.
The temperature in
the cells was always
very low and the blankets that were given to us is not
enough to keep the body warm. I know there are victims
of torture, who have been through horrible things, and I
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did not get to those extremes, but this does not indicate
that the CCA does not practice torture, and I hope that
someone will investigate this and have these practices
disappear.
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STORIES FROM AROUND THE WORLD

People continuously make the mistake of believing that
our problems are the largest in the world, that no one else
can understand us and that everyone else is better than
us. During the time I was arrested, I was fortunate enough
to meet people from different parts around the world and
I learned that no matter where we are from, we all suffer
from similar problems. No matter what religion we
profess, the objective of our lives is that we all live in
peace and harmony. Our God, whichever one we conceive,
commands us to love and be good. Here are some of the
testimonies that I could pick up during my detention.
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RAHMAN. Twenty-two-year-old man from Bangladesh,
India. Son of merchants, and because of the advanced age
of his parents, he had to take charge of the small grocery
business his family owned. He arrived to the United States
two months ago. In his country he was tortured by people
from the government. He commented that there is a lot of
violence in his country and extortion by the government is
on command. He has clear signs of this torture. His right
arm is out of its normal shape as it reaches to his elbow.
This is a product of many blows he received during a
beating which he was subjected to when he failed to
deliver money to an extortionist. This tortured continued
for several months, until he took the decision of leaving
the country in search of asylum in the United States. Here,
he counts on uncles who can help him move on. On his
way to America, he lost all his documents, causing a delay
in his process, as they are still waiting for any
documentation from his country to verify his
identification. After two months, he went through his first
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step in the process which is known as the credible fear
interview, where an agent interviews him to determine if
his case can be considered to be presented to a judge.
After this interview there will be a week of waiting to see if
he passed the interview, which normally all cases similar
to this one are approved, and then the next step would be
to present yourself to a judge where he will be the one to
have the last say on whether the victims story is credible
or not. If so, a bond will be set at so to begin his release.
After two months, she went through the first step of the
process, which is known as the fear interview (credible
fear) where an agent will interview to determine if your
case can be considered to come before the judge. After
this interview has to wait a week to see if step the
interview, normally such cases are approved, and then the
next step is to see a judge to make this the last word on
whether he believes what he says or if it is not credible. If
so, they will set a bond to begin the process released. On
the contrary, if the judge does not believe it is a credible
story, he will be given an order of deportation, if the victim
refuses this, his detention in this center may be longer.
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LION. The crazy Chinese many I mentioned earlier. Thirtyone years old. To this day it is a mystery what exactly is his
situation. He speaks Chinese and little Spanish. I am aware
that he worked for a while in Mexico as a cook. Everything
indicates that he left China in search of a better economic
future, and he had a girlfriend whom he was going to
marry. The second speculation is that he left China
because he did not want to get married.
When I met him, he had blond hair and all of a sudden,
one day he shaved all his hair off. It was very difficult to
communicate with him. Nobody knows what will happen
to him. Some days he says he wants to stay in the United
States so he can obtain a visa and be able to visit China,
others days he says he wants to return to China or as a last
option, Mexico. According to him, he left a pretty girlfriend
in Mexico.
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He is seen walking through the corridors with his
notebook, where he has recorded several songs in
Spanish. Sometimes at night he to sings at the top of his
lungs songs by Cristian Castro, '' ... el tiempo que duró
nuestro amor ... '' (the time our love lasted). On sunny
days he sleeps in the yard to get away from the cold for a
while.
Out of all the Chinese in the center, this particular one was
completely different from the others. They all remained
united, and only one of them spoke English, making him
the leader. I was able to talk with another Chinese man for
a brief moment, he also spoke little English and I got out of
him that he social status in China does not prevent people
to be forced into finding refuge somewhere else, similar to
the case for Mexicans.
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CARLOS. Twenty eight years old. Born in Tlaxcala, Mexico.
He lived in Tijuana for two years. According to him he is a
muralist and a programmer. He has two children with his
girlfriend, all of them American citizens, and was waiting
for his visa to legally immigrate to the United States. He
made the mistake of trusting people he hardly knew to
start a business, these individuals turned out to be crooks.
He was kidnapped and beaten to the point of almost being
killed. He tells that after the beating, he lost consciousness
and when he woke up, he was already in a bag ready to be
buried. The fact that he woke up saved his life. Incredibly,
the criminals agreed to take him home so that he, himself,
could pay the ransom. He was left badly wounded at his
home and was threatened if he dared to denounce them,
even so, he denounced them to the PGR, but it did little
help. Upon returning home he received a phone call from
his captors saying that they would kill him for going to the
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police. The fear led him to seek asylum with his girlfriend
to the United States. It’s been more than two months
since his arrival here, waiting to resolve his case. Despite
his visa arriving in Mexico, a week after he was locked up,
and when he got to the border, his wounds were still
bleeding, ICE denied bail out.
Everything seems to be against him, after all this time
waiting, his girlfriend appears to have lost hope and love
for him, because he no longer answers calls and is seen
desperately seen walking the halls.
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CONTANSTIN. Thirty-seven years old Romanian man, with
a half crazy personality. His story is somewhat peculiar. He
left his country to escape poverty and misrule of
government, putting his life in danger inside and outside
his country. If he were detained while trying to get out of
Romania it is most likely that he would be killed. If he
would have been seen in Hungary, their neighboring
country, he ran the same fate. He was fortunate to get
into Italy, where he pleaded for asylum and after four
months was granted not only to him but also his family.
The Italian government without informing him rescued his
family from Romania and took them to Italy so that they
could reunite. His life in Italy was good, but the time came
when their economic position worsened and that, along
with the vice of alcohol, led him to lose everything.
Because of this he decided to emigrate with his wife and
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daughter to the United States in seek of asylum. Their
situation is uncertain and regarding the language barrier it
hampers him on some things. He only speaks Romanian
and Italian, but that does not limit him in asking for help or
making friends. His cheerful gypsy character helps him
make friends easily.
Sometimes he looks sad in the corridors because he
doesn’t have his daughter at his side. His daughter and his
wife came with him to the United States. They had better
luck because all women with children who come seek
asylum are placed on conditional release within days. They
do not have to suffer the closure of months to which men
are subjected to.
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KEVIN MICHAEL. Citizen of Nigeria, about thirty years old.
He worked in a department store. He claims that it’s been
two years since life began to change in his country. He had
to leave Nigeria because the political and religious
situation became adverse to him. He’s Christian Pentecost,
and explains that although the Catholic religion is
dominant, the minority of Muslim community in their
country is the one who controls the force and has
threatened to kill all Christians in his country. When he
was young, his father was in charge of taking care of them
by moving him constantly from village to village,
constantly avoiding the radical Muslim groups, specifically
the Boko Haram. When his father could no longer take
care of them due to his age, he gathered all the money he
could to leave to the United States, leaving him without a
dime left after his arrival.
His journey started with a flight from Nigeria to Brazil,
there he was transported by trucks, when money was
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available, and had to walk when money was scarce. From
Brazil to Peru, then to Ecuador, Colombia, Panama, Costa
Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras, Guatemala, Tapachula, and
again by plane to Tijuana. And like others he came upon
the nightmare of the US detention center.
When he went through Colombia, he had to walk across
for five days and five nights through the jungle. Where he
suffered from hunger and got sick with malaria. Then he
had to be detained for three months in a detention center
in Panama. While he told me this he couldn’t hold back his
tears. When he thought the worst had already passed
when he reached the United States, he realized that the
nightmare would still continue. With no money and no
family or friends in the United States his future is
uncertain and there is a good chance that he will be
released soon. When he told me this story, one year had
passed since he left his home and ever since then he has
not heard about his family or them of him, which is what
torments him the most.
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RASHAK. Thirty years old. He was a homeopath in
Pakistan. Due to the violence in his country he was forced
to sell all he had in order to send the money to his family
who lived in another part of Pakistan where the violence
had still not come with the same force and thereafter he
began his journey in search of asylum in the United States
with the dream of soon having enough money to help his
family out in Pakistan.
His journey, like many others in that region, lasted several
months, in his case, nine. From Pakistan, he took a direct
trip to Chile and then to the United States. He lasted the
longest time in Panama, where he was held for fifty days in
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a detention center in order to obtain their papers to
continue his trajectory. From there, he traveled by truck
through Colombia, Honduras, El Salvador, Guatemala, and
Mexico, in Tapachula, where he was held for twelve days
to get his papers and from there he went directly to San
Ysidro. He thought the nightmare was over, but it turned
out to be quite the opposite, the real ordeal was just
beginning.
Today has been two months since his arrival, and has not
yet reached the date for his credibility interview. This
interview usually takes fifteen days, sometimes it will be a
month, but in this particular case its taken two months
and there hasn’t been any notice about it. According to
him this delay is the due to the fact that he is from
Pakistan, which does not represent a priority for the US
government because Pakistan has no good relations with
the United States. Still, he does not lose hope that
everything will be fine and getting his asylum will be a
victory so he can reunite with his family soon.
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MANY OTHER MORE
As I mentioned before, I got to know many people from
different parts of the world and was familiar with their
problems. I only wrote about those whom I spent a longer
time with. But the stories I heard in quick chit-chats were
many. I came here to find out how bad the situation is in
Mexico, there were people from Guerrero who had been
expelled from their villages by drug dealers for no reason,
only because they were not pleasing to the eye. People
from Michoacan were unable to pay the fees demanded
by the cartels, forcing them to emigrate and seek a better
future. Salvadorians, before the wave of violence in their
country, decided to seek the American dream and began
the long journey having to cross the dangerous Mexican
territory, supporting the extortions of the Mexican
authorities. I got to listen to some Africans seeking asylum
under the pretext of being persecuted Christians, when
religion was professed Muslim.
I was in the midst of religious controversies between
Christians and Muslims, I found the time to read the Koran
and the Bible and I could not understand how, being that
the two religions worship the same God, believers would
speak evil of the God from other religions. If they focused
on understanding God's message they would then realize
that we are all brothers and it is our obligation to live in
peace.
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CONCLUSION
In 1999 I had to leave Mexico because of the poor financial
situation I was in, due to the economic crisis the
governments of Salinas de Gortari and Ernesto Cedillo led
the country into. In 2010, I return to Mexico only to realize
that things had worsened with the PAN in government. I
was forced to return to the United States and not only
because of the economic situation, insecurity now played
an important role in my decision. The government of
Enrique Peña Nieto characterized by his incompetence and
ineptitude is leading the country in the same direction of
deterioration.
I'm afraid of returning someday to Mexico, but I fear more
for my family and friends who are trapped in a corrupt and
violent system. Years ago, Luis Donaldo Colosio saw
people with hunger and thirst for righteousness, today I
see dying towns.
Mexicans once again are on the verge of a revolution and I
hope it's not an armed one. Slowly, and one by one, we
are changing; we have a long history of peaceful social
struggle. From the Student Movement of ‘68 to the 43
Ayotzinapa, Mexicans have rebelled against the bad
governments. Today, with the help of social networking, it
is easier to unite our voices and make ourselves heard.
Only together can we make Mexico change. The change is
not in a messianic figure; change is in each and every one
of us.
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I wish nobody has to go through the things I've been
through throughout my life. I have exposed only a small
part of what I had to live. I hope that as I'm trying to
change Mexico others do the same
Being locked up is probably the worst thing that has ever
happened to me. Seeing how everything you had fought to
have for many years, collapses and knowing that you
aren’t the only one who is going to go down but each and
every one of those who love you, and depend on you,
that’s devastating.
I have always believed in God, he has given us a wonderful
world full of everything you need for happiness. With
beautiful people who fill up our lives with joy. Perhaps
today everything seems difficult and almost impossible.
But I know that it is not so. Soon the sun will shine in my
life. I am lucky because I am full of love. Love is what gives
us energy to keep going. And I will. Soon my sadness will
pass and I will begin to live all the beauty that God has in
store for me.
Love and only love is all that is needed. I love and know
that I am loved. So the only thing left is to keep walking
through the beautiful way of life.
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